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***

Guest is Dr. Patrick Moore, co-founder & ex-President of Greenpeace and author. He has a
BSc Biology and a PhD Ecology. Also director of co2coalition.org, a coalition that seeks to
engage in an informed and dispassionate discussion of climate change, humans’ role in
the climate system, the limitations of climate models, and the consequences of mandated
reductions in CO2 emissions.

He strongly opposes the idea that there are too many people on earth since humanity is way
better  off  today,  than  in  the  past  centuries,  thanks  to  science  and  innovations.  He  voices
serious doubts on the CO2-caused climate change narrative dominating academia, politics
and news & criticizes K. Schwab’s “Own nothing and be happy” doctrine.

This session also talks about what happened when Greenpeace grew: became a business
with shifted priorities (money over ideals). Greenpeace also started to describe humanity as
“enemies of the earth”.

Dr. Moore argues for a balance between taking from nature (which feeds us) and taking care
of nature.

*
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